The computer implementation of a two-and-one-half dimensional (2.5-D) constant density prestack inversion formalism with laterally and depth-dependent background propagation speed is a Kirchhoff-type inversion, summing data from a line of receivers over traveltime curves in the depth-dependent background medium with weights determined from BorniKirchhoff inversion theory. This theory predicts that the output will be a reflector map with peak amplitudes on each reflector being in known proportion to the angularly dependent geometrical optics reflection coefficient. The 2.5-D feature provides for out-of-plane spreading correction consistent with the prescribed background medium. The method is applied to a synthetic data set and to a physically modeled data set generated at the Seismic Acoustic Laboratory. The graphical output demonstrates the validity of the formalism as a Kirchhoff migration. Parameter estimation for the synthetic data confirmed the theory. Parameter estimation for the experimental data was less successful, partially due to problems with amplitude control in the original experiment and partially due to the limited aperture of the common-shot data, thereby suggesting that a common-offset inversion might be more useful for parameter estimation.
scattered from inhomogeneities in the earth. However, an analytical proof of the validity of the inversion formalism as applied to Kirchhoff-approximate data has been presented in Bleistein (1987a Bleistein ( , 1987b Bleistein ( , 1989 ). This proof partially overcomes the "small perturbation" constraint of the motivating Born approximation. The proof shows that if the background medium above a reflector is known (or the background is close to the true medium above the reflector) then the reflector will be properly positioned or will be close for a background that is close to the true velocity. Furthermore, the peak output on the reflector is linear in the angularly dependent geometrical optics reflection coefficient, from which it follows that the change in earth parameters across the reflector being imaged need not be small.
As an alternative to the use of the Born approximation. one can start with the Kirchhoff approximation for a single reflector and develop an inversion operator based on this model. This method leads to the same inversion formalism. as might be expected by the method of proof described above. An implementation of this approach for commonoffset inversion was presented in Sullivan and Cohen (1987) . Docherty (1987a Docherty ( , 1987b ) also applied this approach to 2.5-D zero offset inversion in a medium comprised of many layers. The first author of this paper used the same approach to confirm the inversion for prestack common-shot 2.5-D inversion (Dong, 1989, Dong and Bleistein, 1989) and to verify equation (50) in Bleistein, Cohen and Hagin (1987) for this case. The computer implementation was then developed using Docherty' s zero-offset inversion code as a point of departure. For details of the derivation of the inversion operator, see those references.
The computer implementation was tested on ray-theoretic data synthetically generated with Docherty' s (1987a) CSHOT program. In addition, tests were carried out on physical-model data. These data are useful for testing and comparing seismic data imaging techniques (migration or inversion). The physical-model data are actual recorded wavefields and contain all wave effects including lateral waves, near-field effects, mode conversions, and diffractions. Seismic data modeling and imaging methods are based on a theory that incorporates simplifying assumptions about the wavefield. If an imaging procedure is based on the same theory as the modeling procedure, the imaging procedure is merely the inverse of the modeling procedure. While this is an advisable first test on an inversion formalism, the imaging might work perfectly on synthetic data from the modeling, but might not work on field data. Beyond numerically generated data, physical-model data provides the next level of test; the data are real wavefields. Since the models are simpler than the real earth and the physical parameters are known, physical-model data can be used to verify imaging techniques.
Our physical-model data were generated at the Seismic Acoustic Laboratory at the University of Houston under support of Marathon Oil Company, who uses such physicalmodel data to evaluate imaging (migration) processing by contractors. Since the result is known beforehand, this can be input as the migration background velocity function. The migration techniques can be compared independent of the velocity analysis. Marathon donated a physical-mnti data set to the Center for WavePhenomena so ihat iye~imight TV-y our inversion on the data. The model is structurally complicated enough to warrant prestack inversion. Furthermore, the model was sufficiently two dimensional to make the application of Dong' s code to this data practical. That application was carried out by the second author of this paper. An extensive discussion of the analysis of these data, including a search for mode-converted waves and lateral waves. can be found in Emanuel (1989a Emanuel ( , 1989b . This paper is primarily ba\cd on the master' s theses projects of the first two authors. THE CXZCS AI,<;ORITHM For a 2.5-D acoustic model comprised of constant-velocity layers, separated by arbitrary smooth interfaces, and for a flat observation surface. the common-shot inversion algorithm is [Dong, 1989, 
In this equation, h(x) is a slowly varying function of x, on the scale of wavelengths, with h(x) = 1 on the reflector, itself. The other new variables here at-e defined in Table 1 . From these equations alone, one cannot estimate the change in propagation speed across a reflector. It is necessary to determine the distinguished value of H in R(x, 0) to extract information about the pr-opagation speed of the lower medium. With little extra effort, the program also outputs the angularly dependent reflection coefficient multiplied by cos0 on the peak of the singular function. The formula for this second inversion is (Dong, 1989 
iyhere . with p(x) the background density. Now it is necessary to estimate the changes in two medium parameters across each reflector. At least two common-shot inversions imaging the same point on a reflector, with different incidence angles, 0, are necessary in this case to estimate parameter changes. Parsons (1986) further extended this scalar theory by interpreting the output as a PP reflection coefficient in an elastic medium. Now, at least three common-shot inversions imaging the same point on a reflector, with different incidence angles. 0, are necessary to estimate parameter changes. In practice. all outputs imaging the same point are used to minimize the effects of noise. The extension of this theory to isotropic elastic inversion with a depth dependent background was carried out by Sumner (1988) and presented in Sumner and Bleistein (1988) . The extension to a transversely isotropic elastic inversion in a laminar background was carried out by Geoltrain (1989) and presented in Geoltrain and Cohen (1989) .
The program C_%ZCs implrments equations (1~) and (5) above. The filtering operation that produces the modified data I),,,(f. <), described by equation (3), is carried out by a separate program. This filtering step is independent of the inversion process and does not have to be redone to test different background models. This step is carried out using a fast Fourier transform routine. producing D:,,(l. 5) on a uniform grid in t. The value U,,,(T,, + 7,. 5). needed in equations (I) and (5). is then approximated by three-point interpolation.
The basic CXZCS algorithm (without interpolation) is summarized below:
RAYPATH CAIXULATIONS
The raypath calculation algorithm in CXZCS is the same as in Docherty (1987a) . The raypath between output points and receivers on the observation surface are calculated using continuation in both interfaces and receivers. That is, a first raypath trajectory from source to a first output point to receiver is determined for flat interfaces. Then, continuation in the interface shapes is used to determine the ray trajectory for the actual interfaces. For each continuation, here and in the following, Newton' s method is used to determine the new trajectory. The trajectory from the source to the output is determined ihis way.
as .weli. Continuation in receiver position is then used to determine the raypaths to all receivers.
INTEGRATION RANGE SPECIFICATION AND INTERPOL.ATION
To image a point on a reflector. we must insure that the specularly reflected energy from that point emerges within the range of integration in equations (I ) and (5). Ideally. we would like to limit the range of integration to the smallest \et of receivers that will include the specular return and enough of the energy on each side to provide numerical accuracy for the reflection coefficient, as well. If the dip of the reflector varies across the section. it is likely that the required range of integration will also vary. To be safe. one might start by specifying the range of integration to include all the receivers used in the experiment. This can be costly and may lead to difficulties and pathologies associated with ray tracing.
For efficiency, this program allows the user to define different inversion panels. In each panel, the integration range can be defined differently to avoid rays that do not give contributions to the integration. This requires \ome a priori knowledge of the true earth structure.
Our knowledge of true earth is expressed in the trial depth model that we input to the program. Given the shot and receiver positions. this model serves as our guide in selecting the integration range. At different output points, we simply choose the limits of integration (in terms of receiver numbers) to be used in the integrals in equations (I) and (5). At output points between specified output locations, the program adjusts those limits so that the integration range varies smoothly across the section. This is especially useful in regions of complex geological structure.
The geometry of the seismic experiment has to be given before the integration range can be specified. In CXZCS, all receivers are located on a flat observation surface, although the theory allows for a variable-height upper surface. All the receiver locations correspond to the trace locations of the data. The user specifies the number of receivers, the location of the first receiver. and the spacing between them (therefore. uniform spread only). The inverted (migrated) depth section is a rectangular grid located somewhere within the trial model. CXZCS correctly treats geometrical caustics. the bow-tielike reflections that appear on some shot profiles. When the appropriate receiver locations are included in the specified range of integration. the program traces every possible ray from the output point to every receiver in the range. This decomposes the bow-tie reflections into outputs on different locations along that interface. Therefore. the inversion outputs from the bow-tie-like reflections are still true amplitude. On the other hand, CXZCS cannot correctly treat caustics of the Green' s function of the background medium. In that case, we would have to account for the phase change in the inversion. This restriction constrains the user' s choice of trial depth models. The theory can accommodate this anomaly, but this first program was not designed to deal with it.
There are other considerations in the code that are worth mentioning here. The first is the antialiasing filter. Spatial aliasing of seismic data is caused by insufficient sampling. Receiver spacing and temporal bandwidth determine the maximum emergence angle of rays at the upper surface beyond which data will be aliased to lower transverse wavenumber. We define H,, as the critical angle of emergence at the upper surface. beyond which information is alia5ed: H,, is defined by The algorithm we have outlined so far calculates raypaths from every output point up to receivers within a specified range on the observation surface. Unfortunately. for large data sets. the time spent on ray tracing can be excessive and may account for as much as 99 percent of the total run time The interpolation procedures we describe next were introduced by Docherty (1987a) in an etfort to reduce the cost of the ray tracing. He found that in most cases accurate images and amplitudes could be obtained from only a sparse set of raypath calculations. thus reducing the run time considerably. Typically, 4uch calculations will be carried out only for every fifth (or tenth) receiver point and for each fifth (or tenth) output point both laterally and vertically. thereby saving a factor of I25 to 1000 on the raypath calculations. Some care is necessary near the "top" of the (pseudo) hyperbola of the traveltime curve for a particular output point. Except for that, interpolation is equivalent to replacing the given background model by a nearby model. Since the background is an approximation. at best, a nearby approximation would seem not to be a serious compromise for the CPU time that is gained. For further details, the reader is referred to Dong (1989).
SYNTHETICEXAMPLE to the arbitrary truncation of the data and the impulse
This example demonstrates the inversion on a syncline response of the inversion operator. Also, we note that. for consisting of four interfaces. The shot is located at the the portion poorly illuminated by rays, the inversion result is middle of the receiver array. Sample raypaths and the shot weak. Therefore. we can not expect to determine the reflecrecord are displayed in Figures I and 2 the stacking was a straight sum with equal weights. The stacking destroys the amplitude information needed for inversion, but is necessary to obtain a reasonable complete image of the subsurface. Recall that each inversion only produces an image of the speculars for that particular source and its receiver array. Each of these images is severely limited. Figure 7 is a stack of all the individual shot inversions. AGC has been applied so that all reflections are visible. All reflectors are located correctly including all teeth of the fourth reflector. There are some short comings in the resulting image.
The first problem is that the steep flanks of the dome are not imaged well. To understand why, consider an experiment in a constant-velocity medium with a single reflector and a single source and receiver. The envelope of all reflectors having the same reflection time is the familiar reflection ellipse with the source and receiver at the foci. If the reflector has zero dip, the specular point lies below the midpoint of the source and receiver. As the reflector dip increases, the specular point moves farther up dip and laterally away from the midpoint. Consequently, imaging in a region near the source and receiver, as with this particular example inversion, discriminates against steep dips.
Another problem with the inversion is a phase reversal on the down-thrown side of the fault cutting the third interface. There is also a streak of noise extending below this phase reversal. The phase reversal and the noise beneath it are due to the bump on the input model mentioned earlier. The next two inversions were performed to try to remedy these shortcomings. being stacked can bring the noise to the same level as the signal. The noise has nearly obliterated the fifth tooth in the fourth (sawtooth) interface.
Second Marathon inversion

Third Marathon inversion
A third inversion with CXZCS was carried out on a Cray 2 at the Minnesota Super Computer Center. The major objective of this inversion was to see the effect of replacing the sharp velocity contrast across the third interface with two thin layers (one wavelength at minimum frequency). The result is shown in Figure 9 . The salt flanks (in a region in which the background velocity was the same as in the previous inversions) and the fault block in the third interface are well imaged. Unfortunately, there is no improvement on the imaging of the sawtoothed structure as we had hoped with this smoother background. Ray tracing from the neighborhood of the sawtoothed structure below and to the right of the fault block suggests severe scattering of energy from this region. We believe that this is what we are seeing in the breakup of the image in this region.
The inversion operator delays introduction of a new interface in the background velocity until three wavelengths below that interface. We do this because the theory requires the imaging of each reflector in the background of the upper medium. To test this, we replaced the background with one in which the propagation speeds were kept constant below the second interface. In this case, we expect that the image of the third interface should be as in Figure 9 , with deeper images degraded. The output in Figure IO confirms this expectation.
Parameter determination
Parameter estimation studies were carried out with only limited success. There were difficulties because the source was directional and not zero-phase. There were also problems because common-shot data sets tend to be not wide enough to give accurate numerical output; common-offset inversion would be better for this purpose. This problem increases with depth. Furthermore, the medium was elastic; an acoustic theory, even with variable density, does not account for energy lost to mode conversion, thus further narrowing the useful aperture of the data for parameter estimation. The parameter that seemed to be least affected by these problems was cos13, since this uses a ratio of inversion outputs, in which the errors shift the numerator and the denominator in the same direction. For details, see Emanuel (1989a) . Certainly, more research needs to be done on this aspect of the theory. synthetic data with fine sampling produced satisfactory amplitude estimates and convinced us that the theory is valid over the illuminated zone; the theory (Bleistein, 1987a) properly predicts image fading, elsewhere. More research is required on using this method for computing changes in medium parameters from output amplitude. However, we remark that Parsons (1986) did achieve limited success in parameter estimation from a common-offset implementation of our theory.
